Installation Instructions for the Latest NeuroGuide

1. Go to the \DOWNLOADS folder.
2. Find the installation file.
3. Select it, right click and click on EXTRACT ALL.
4. Locate the extracted folder (the one without the zipper), and double click on it twice until you see INSTALL.BAT.
5. Double click on INSTALL.BAT

6. This new installation of NeuroGuide will be installed in 2 volumes. Make sure you follow the instruction on BOTH windows.
7. Make sure you go through the installation screens twice and press NEXT when prompted to.

8. Notice that although the NeuroGuide Installation window says that the Installation is complete, WE ARE NOT DONE YET.

9. It is NOT FINISHED since it says VOLUME 1, and it is only finished when VOLUME 1 and VOLUME 2 are installed. So click on NEXT.
10. Make sure you follow the instructions in BOTH windows

11. Once BOTH VOLUMES are installed only then will the FINISH button appear. Click on it to FINISH the installation.